
SEWAGE-FARMS AS BIRD-HABITATS 
By A. W . BOYD 

INTRODUCTION 

FROM THE POINT of view of the birds that visit our sewage-farms, 
attracted there by food of unusual abundance and sapidity, and 
of the watchers who in turn are attracted by the birds, the 
modernization of one after another of these artificial marshes is 
little short of a calamity, necessary though it may be for the 
community as a whole. It is because future ornithologists, not 
fortunate enough to have known these farms in their glory during 
the last 50 years, may fail to understand their nature and condi
tion, and their fascination for bird and man, that these notes are 
written. It is true that some of the still-growing body of bird
watchers have tended to become too sewage-farm-minded and to 
forget the birds of hedgerow and meadow, but there can be no 
doubt of the value of the observations and records obtained. 

As late as 1921 the then Editors of British Birds wrote: "Our 
knowledge of the migration of waders across country is still very 
scan ty" ; and they asked for details of occurrences. Since that 
date these records have revolutionized our ideas of cross-country 
wader-migration; from them we have learnt much about the 
status and distribution of birds of which 50 years ago little was 
known, about the regular passage of waders once thought to be 
rarities, and even about an almost regular passage across the 
Atlantic. 

continued.... 
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HISTORY 

The sewage-farms, some of which had been started in a small 
way during the second half of the 19th Century, had to be greatly 
enlarged from about 1900, as new methods of water-sanitation 
were introduced and urban populations increased; filter-beds were 
established and thus areas of alternating water and mud were 
formed, that proved particularly attractive to many birds 
—a system now rapidly becoming out of date. But it took 
a long time for ornithologists to realize that in a sewage-farm 
they had an accessible observation-post and an attractive habitat 
for birds often almost at their doors, and thus our knowledge 
of them in their earlier days is meagre. Let us consider five of 
the farms that have attracted most attention. 

(1) CAMBRIDGE.—Part of the land was bought in 1893 and 
its active use as a sewage-farm began in 1895. In 1896 it 
was enlarged to its present size and in that year Curlew 
Sandpiper* and Red-necked Phalarope were recorded there. 
Yet until 1912 or 1915 there were apparently no observations 
made after that, or at least none recorded, nor until 1927 
and 1929 was the farm watched regularly. 

(2) READING (Berkshire).—This sewage-farm was established 
in 1875. Wallis and Wood (1933) wrote that, so far as 
was known, conditions from 1875 until 1914 were similar to 
those obtaining during 1922-32. After intensive farming 
during the First World W a r , it had by 1922 returned to pre
war conditions, but it was not discovered by any ornithologist 
until then, when Dr. Norman H. Joy began regular 
observation.! 

(3) ALTRINCHAM (Cheshire).—So far as can be ascertained, 
the recent methods of sewage-disposal began between 1900 
and 1905. In 1916 C. M. Gadd first found it was attractive 
to birds, and in 1921, after his return from war service, saw 
Ruffs and other waders there, and informed T. A. Coward. 
Coward lived in Bowdon, within 4 miles of the farm, but had 
never visited it and, indeed, probably did not know of its 
existence. After that, however, until his death in 1933, he 
went there regularly. 

(4) NOTTINGHAM.—From small beginnings this sewage-farm 
has been gradually extended; pools of water had begun 
to form in the years before 1914 and these attracted 
duck, snipe, etc., so that it became a popular shoot. 
Whitaker (1907) referred to it and recorded several rare 

•Scientific names of species mentioned in the text are all given in an 
appendix on p. 263. 

tA paper with special reference to Reading sewage-farm was given by 
W. B. Alexander as part of a symposium on the biology of sewers at the 
meeting of the British Association in Oxford in 1955 (see Spaul et al., 1955-56). 
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species taken in the area, but it was not "re-discovered" 
until 1934, by Jack Staton, since when it proved to be 
probably the most important farm in the country as a place 
of observation. 

(5) LONDON.—The London farms, many of them old-
established, were visited' soon after 1900 by G. E. Lodge 
and there are a few records made between 1906 and 
1912, but here again it was not until 1923-29 that 
Dr. G. Carmichael Low discovered migrating waders at 
Langley. Two years later more regular watching on the 
main farms began, but it was later still, in the 1940's, before 
the most prolific, Perry Oaks, was included. 

Examination of the 50 volumes of British Birds has been made, 
a long-protracted j ob , so often was one diverted from the original 
object of the search by irrelevant but equally interesting papers 
and notes. The first mention of waders on a sewage-farm was 
found in vol. i i : — " T h e third recorded specimen of Little Stint for 
Derbyshire was shot out of a trip of a dozen on the sewage-farm at 
Egginton, September 26th, 1908". The next was in 1912 when I 
wrote a note in vol. vi on the birds of Clifton Junction sewage-farm, 
in the Irwell valley of Lancashire, just 5 miles north of the centre of 
Manchester and 30 miles from the coast, although nearer to the 
tidal waters of the Mersey. T. Baddeley had. noticed Ringed 
Plover there and told me of its existence. At this farm we found 
Turnstone, Ruff, Knot, Curlew Sandpipers to the number of 19, 
Bar-tailed Godwit and other species—an inland movement of which 
we had had no previous suggestion. The First World War halted 
observation and although it continued for a few years this farm 
has long been "reformed". Then in 1921 and 1922 regular 
observation began at Altrincham and Reading, and continued at 
these and other farms so long as they remained attractive. 

The sewage-farms from which data have been amassed are 
dispersed over England and the following are the main ones, 
county by county from north to south: 
County Locality 

Cumberland Penrith 
Durham Darlington 
Lancashire Freckleton, Clifton Junction, Heywood, 

Worsley, Liverpool 
Cheshire Altrincham 
Derbyshire Egginton 
Nottinghamshire Nottingham 
Staffordshire Wolverhampton, Walsall, 

West Bromwich 
Warwickshire Curdworth 
Northamptonshire Ecton (Northampton) 
Lincolnshire/Norfolk Wisbech 
Bedfordshire Bedford, Dunstable 
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Cambridgeshire Cambridge, Peterborough 
Essex Chelmsford, Bishop's Stortford 
Berkshire Abingdon, Reading, Ham Fields 
Oxfordshire Sandford 
Buckinghamshire Slough, Langley 
Middlesex Perry Oaks 
Surrey Beddington, Brooklands, Guildford 

Also a number of other farms in the London area. 

If these are plotted on a map, it will be seen that they are 
scattered fairly widely from Merseyside through Stafford
shire, Northamptonshire and Bedfordshire in central England 
and that, although the Nottingham farm is strategically well-
placed to attract movement passing up the Trent Valley and 
the London farms are within reach of the Thames estuary, 
those in the very middle of England, without such advant
ages, are nevertheless visited by many species once thought 
of as birds of the coast only. The existence of a cross-country 
movement, the possibility of which had been suggested years 
ago, now seems to have been confirmed. The great virtue 
of the sewage-farms is the way that birds concentrate there and 
often allow an observer a more intimate chance of watching them 
than is possible on the coast. On the farms, too, in the course of 
a day, one can watch continual movement during the height of 
migration, as birds of the same species not infrequently replace 
others that have passed on. 

THE SPECIES INVOLVED 

Taking first the waders, the family most addicted to these 
farms, it will be of interest to note which of the more abundant 
species are most prone to pass inland and which are seldom seen. 
Of the latter, the Oystercatcher, which is found on the coast in 
flocks numbered by the thousand, visits the farms only casually and 
indeed as a true passage-bird is almost unknown inland; this 
although it continues to spread as a breeding species across mid-
Scotland and northern England. The Knot, occurring on the coast 
in flocks consisting of tens of thousands, is another abundant 
wader that rarely comes inland; and a third is the Sanderling, a 
few of which certainly come to the farms in May, but which other
wise tends to keep strictly to the coast. Another species in the 
same category is the Purple Sandpiper, of which I can find only 
two records (in Staffordshire and Nottinghamshire), although the 
Turnstone, its companion on the rocks, comes inland with some 
regularity in spring and autumn (but always in small numbers). 
In contrast, Ringed Plovers regularly visit the farms in spring and 
summer, occasionally in flocks of over a hundred. The Dunlin, 
too, comes every year to the filter-beds, mainly in spring and 
autumn, and like the Ringed Plover sometimes tops the hundred. 
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These and the Little Stint, which arrives in small numbers in most 
years, the Bar-tailed Godwit and the Grey Plover, only occasional 
visitors to central England, comprise what may be considered 
essentially sea-coast birds; and of them only the Ringed Plover 
and Dunlin appear regularly in such numbers as would indicate 
a cross-country migration-route. 

There are other waders, some of which, previously recorded 
mainly from the coast, have now been shown to come to the 
sewage-farms quite regularly and often in larger numbers than 
apparently came to Britain in the past. Whether it is that formerly 
these numbers were present but unseen, or that the birds have 
gradually learnt to visit the farms each year, or that they have 
made a general increase in numbers, it is impossible to say, except 
possibly in the case of the Black-tailed Godwit, which has increased 
remarkably in recent years in the estuaries and on the coast, and 
in consequence has been seen more often on sewage-farms. 

Green and Wood Sandpipers are regular patrons of the farms, 
where they may be seen more regularly and in greater numbers 
than elsewhere, sometimes a score at a time. The Wood Sand
piper, in particular, is infinitely better known than in the past, and 
in the autumn of 1952 appeared on at least seven sewage farms 
in different parts of the country. Temminck's Stints have also 
been attracted to the filter-beds in several parts and have been 
seen more often in recent years. The ubiquitous Redshank is 
seen on all of the farms, and at some of them it nests regularly; 
this species shows two or three peaks of abundance, sometimes in 
mid-March, often in August/September, and a t some localities 
again in November/December when numbers may reach 150; from 
a number of far inland farms, however, it disappears completely 
between autumn and spring. The Spotted Redshank, once 
considered a quite rare bird, turns up regularly at some of these 
places, recently in every month of the year, and the Greenshank 
quite commonly in spring and autumn. The Curlew Sandpiper is 
the species of its family that seems most to enjoy the sewage-beds, 
and is to be seen there just as often and in larger parties than on 
the coast. Sometimes in spring and every autumn it appears in 
flocks numbering between 15 and 50, and at Nottingham and 
Altrincham has exceeded the hundred. 

The wader whose status has been altered more than that of 
any other, however, or at least made more evident by its recourse 
to the farms, is the Ruff. Fifty years ago to see one was quite an 
event. Now flocks of 10 to 20 or 30 create no surprise in almost 
any month of the year ; sometimes flocks are still larger, and in 
recent years its growing tendency to winter on or near sewage-
farms has quite altered our knowledge of its s tatus. 

W e have also learnt much about less common species, for it is 
on these man-made marshes that strangers tend to settle and there 
the bird watcher has often been waiting to welcome them. The 
Black-winged Stilt, two pairs of which actually bred at Nottingham 
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in 1945, was seen in that year on four other sewage-farms in 
Lancashire, Cambridge and London. Avocets, now that they 
breed again in East Anglia, occasionally visit the farms, mostly in 
the east midlands; the latest case is of five in Derbyshire. Both 
Red-necked and Grey Phalaropes, an occasional Great Snipe, and 
from time to time Kentish and Little Ringed Plover, pay casual 
calls; the Little Ringed Plover, in fact, is a regular visitor to some 
farms and on at least one (Ham Fields, Berks) it has nested. 
A Marsh Sandpiper in Cheshire and Broad-billed' Sandpipers 
in Lancashire and Berkshire have both been identified on the filter-
beds. Of special interest, too, has been the arrival of American 
waders. From sewage-farms alone come records of Greater 
Yellowlegs at Northampton, Lesser Yellowlegs at Cambridge, 
Altrincham and several farms in the vicinity of London, Baird's 
Sandpiper at Perry Oaks, White-rumped Sandpiper at Freckleton 
and Wisbech, Buff-breasted Sandpiper at farms at Northampton, 
Peterborough and near London, and Pectoral Sandpiper at a 
number of farms. 

So much for the waders, the group about which most has been 
learnt, but apparently any bird of any family may turn up at any 
time. Gulls of almost all species and in large numbers habitually 
visit the farms from which they go at dusk to roost on the large 
meres and reservoirs. Surface-feeding duck, often in hundreds, 
feed on the beds at night and depart for their day-time resting-
places soon after dawn; for them the farms are an important 
source of food. Except at Nottingham, where Common Terns 
and Lesser Black-backed Gulls as well as the stilts have nested, 
few farms are big enough for many birds to breed without 
disturbance, although duck of several species, Redshank, Snipe, 
Yellow and Pied Wagtai ls , etc., often rear their broods, and 
there are or have been colonies of Black-headed Gulls at a few of, 
these places. But a list of casual visitors would read almost like 
a British Birds' Catalogue: such as a Squacco Heron at Notting
ham, a Glossy Ibis at Wolverhampton, some of the rarer duck, 
Sabine's Gull, Black, White-winged Black, Gull-billed and Roseate 
Terns all at Nottingham. It is in fact at various sewage-farms 
that many of the Black Terns and Little Gulls that are recorded 
in Britain are seen. 

Insect-eating and seed-eating birds also find these farms most 
attractive. Hirundines in great numbers, wagtails and pipits, 
finches and sparrows, to mention a few. It is on sewage-farms 
that I have seen the largest flocks of Yellow Wagtai ls , and at one 
time a vast cloud of Greenfinches that rose in thousands from a 
bed of persicaria. 

Coward (1927) pointed out the abundance of larvae of gnats 
(Chironomidae) and moth-flies (Psychodidae) on which birds that 
visit the farms feed. Dr. R. J. Raines, who has had great experience 
of Nottingham, has compiled the following ecological survey of 
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this great farm, in relation specially to the birds, and has most 
kindly allowed me to include it in this paper. 

Nottingham Sewage Farm 
By R. J. RAINES 

The farm is situated just to the east of Nottingham and lies 
alongside the river in the Trent Valley. It extends for about 
five miles between the villages of Netherfield and Gunthorpe and 
its maximum width is about one and a half miles. Approxi
mately half of the total property is always typical farm-land 
•devoted to crops and pasture, but the remainder consists of 
various types of sewage filter-beds. These filter-beds are separated 
into distinct areas, but there is frequent interchange in the usage 
of land, one area only being permanent—that devoted to the 
disposal of heavy sludge. In close association with the farm and 
around its boundaries are important features which affect the 
ornithology, such as two gravel-pits, the river, several willow-
holts and small, mixed plantations. 

The broad principle of sewage-disposal is of importance in the 
ecology of the filter-areas and must therefore be outlined. After 
being treated to effect the destruction of possible pathogenic 
bacteria, the sewage is separated into sludge and supernated fluid. 
Concerned in this process are large, open, brick and concrete 
tanks about fourteen feet in depth, which when filled contain 
sewage-water and much floating debris. The sludge portion of the 
separation is pumped through metal pipes on to prepared tanks ; 
these consist of areas of roughly ploughed land around which a 
bank of earth, two or three feet high and about three feet in width, 
has been constructed. Here the sludge slowly dries out and 
becomes caked ; it is eventually dug out and may be disposed of as 
fertilized soil. The watery fraction of the separation process is 
transported by means of wide concrete or earthen ducts to the 
filter-tanks, which are very similar to the sludge-tanks, but usually 
shallower and of greatly varying size. This water is allowed to 
evaporate and filter through the soil, the filtration being assisted 
by the rapid formation over the soil of an algal growth which is 
encouraged. There is eventual overloading of these areas and it 
becomes necessary to drain and rest them. During this period the 
particular area may be left dry, ploughed, reset and reflooded, or 
sown with seed for crops of various kinds. 

It will be seen that the processes outlined give rise to several 
very specialized and always variable habitat types, influencing the 
birds attracted to the farms and their distribution thereon. 

The bricked tanks concerned in the initial separation are barren 
of vegetation and contain no macroscopic life. These tanks exist 
only in two states in respect of their effect on birds: when flooded 
there is often much floating debris which attracts many gulls and 
other scavenging species; in the recently drained state there is 
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much residual mud, this sometimes making a foraging-ground 
for wagtails, Starlings, etc. 

The sludge-tanks are much more favourable for birds and 
require more detailed consideration. Although it should be 
realized that all stages are co-existent, it is convenient to 
describe the development of a newly-formed area. Initially the 
tanks are free of vegetation and the mud is too fluid to allow any 
birds to alight, but during the spring and summer they form 
the breeding-ground for myriad insects, principally Diptera. The 
mud dries slowly, first allowing the smaller insectivorous bird's 
to al ight; later larger species together with gulls, Lapwings and 
Ruffs, the latter species particularly associated with pools of soft 
mud. When completely dry the mud is extremely hard and often 
cracks in jig-saw fashion. If areas such as this are reflooded by 
rain the tanks may be favoured by certain species of migrant wader, 
one of the more interesting of these being the Turnstone, which is 
able to turn over the smaller cakes of mud. 

On the dry and semi-dry tanks there is prolific growth of 
vegetation in spring and summer; predominant amongst this are 
tomato, persicaria, mugwort, bur-marigold and nettles. Clumps 
of decorative and edible cultivated plants, such as the tomatoes, 
owe their origin to seed in the sewage. Sunflowers, which often 
grow commonly, are perhaps the only species of such plants 
which have any particular attraction as a food supply for birds. 
The vegetation is exceptional in two respects: firstly the fertility 
of the soil is such that the actual sizes of many plants are 
exaggerated; secondly the free growth of " w e e d s " of this type, 
unhindered by co-incident growth of grasses and other species 
of universal distribution, is rare elsewhere during the present day 
of "complete" cultivation. The importance from the ornithological 
aspect lies in the provision of dense cover both for breeding birds 
in the spring and for small migrants in the autumn. Further, 
the insect life which it supports and the seed produced give rise 
to an abundant food-supply for many species of small birds. When 
the tanks become completely dry those parts of the mud which 
have not supported vegetation become so hard that fresh seed is 
unable to gain hold; such patches become very arid and are little 
frequented by birds. 

The newly-formed sludge tanks in winter run a very different 
course. The absence of flies and larvae means that the major source 
of food for birds is lacking and the mud often becomes hard before 
plant seed has penetrated. These areas are again of little use for 
foraging birds, but they often form the main roosting-site for 
large winter populations of gulls, Lapwing, Golden Plover and 
Curlew. 

The filtering-tanks occupy by far the largest specialized part 
of the farm and are undoubtedly the main attraction to the birds. 
These pools vary in size from large lagoons, some of which may be 
up to 300 yards long, to small areas 20 yards square. The 
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enclosing- banks are merely earthen walls about two feet high and 
just wide enough to walk on ; thus the water is at its maximum 
only about eighteen inches in depth. The tanks supplied by each 
conductor are interconnecting by means of breaks in the retaining 
banks. On some areas the water is poured constantly at a rate 
equal to the filtration-rate; on others the tanks are merely filled 
and allowed to dry. There are thus always areas flooded with 
semi-permanent water and others containing freshly-exposed mud. 
There is a tide in that the rate of pumping varies between day and 
night. 

Many subtle variations in the character of the lagoons prevail 
under this system and these appear to be important in the 
distribution of the birds. Factors such as the depth of the water, 
the amount of mud exposed and the length of time which the water 
is left standing are basic, but superimposed are such variables as 
the amount and type of vegetation and of the pond-life in the 
water. Thus, for example, a tank which has been flooded for a 
short time only and is then drained will leave soil little altered, 
whereas one which has been under long-term flooding and has 
had many cycles of plant- and animal-growth will leave a black 
ooze with high content of rotting vegetable matter and debris. 
The wading birds are those most influenced by distribution and 
composition of mud, some species being virtually confined to 
certain conditions, others being more generally distributed, but 
showing marked preference for mud of a certain type. Temminck's 
Stints were found almost exclusively on the shallow, soft ooze of 
fine, rotted vegetable matter produced by the draining of tanks 
which had been long under water. Many of the smaller waders 
such as Redshank, Dunlin and Ringed Plover, frequent any of 
the draining-pools as soon as mud becomes exposed, but never
theless show preference for tanks, incompletely drained, where 
residual pools remain over a long period. 

The plant-life of the filter-areas is extremely prolific but much 
more confined than that of the sludge. The banks are semi
permanent and may not be disturbed for several years apart from 
scything when growth becomes too rank. Most numerous plants 
are grasses, docks, nettles, persicaria and bur-marigold. The 
pools themselves support only persicaria, docks and aquatic 
grasses, the first growing in great profusion and often entirely 
occupying large areas. The importance of the bank-vegetation 
lies almost entirely in the cover which it supplies for nesting and 
skulking birds. It is little used for feeding purposes. Aquatic 
plants are, however, much more utilized for food. The persicaria 
provide large quantities of seed in addition to affording perches 
to allow small insectivorous birds to prey on abundant insect life 
over the water. In winter the aquatic grasses are extensively 
grazed by swans and ducks. Frequently, tanks overgrown with 
vegetation are flooded and the plants drowned; these conditions 
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are particularly favoured by the longer-legged wading birds such 
as Greenshank and Spotted Redshank which feed on drowned 
larvae. 

The filter-beds are most rich and outstanding in their content 
of macroscopic animal and vegetable life. The flood-pools 
harbour enormous numbers of mosquito larvae; larvae of 
Diptera, particularly "rat-tailed m a g g o t s " ; chironomid larvae; 
algae, daphne, etc. Many of these creatures exist almost 
exclusively in the pool in which they occur. The soil and mud of 
the tanks harbours a species of earthworm in such abundance that 
a few persons are able to make a business of collecting them for 
sale as angling bait. This great wealth of small life provides an 
apparently inexhaustible supply of food for a great variety of 
birds and is the greatest factor in the attraction of birds to the 
sewage-farms. 

The farm is of considerable age and was known to Whitaker 
(1907), but it is unlikely to have been so extensive in that day, 
and would probably have been dwarfed by natural marshes of the 
Trent valley. Although the area must have attracted a wealth of 
birds for many years its peak was certainly reached during the 
years of the Second World W a r (1939-45). At this time the 
effect of shortage of labour benefited the birds and there was less 
disturbance by patrolling workers ; filter-beds were used for 
longer periods, allowing greater maturation of food-chains; a 
larger area of land was under flood and little at tempt could be 
made to keep the prolific vegetation in check; most important of 
all—no shooting. 

Such then are the conditions of the sewage-farms which before 
long will be only a memory, as modern methods of sewage-disposal 
take the place of that which for 50 years has served the birds 
so well. 
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APPENDIX LIST OF SPECIES MENTIONED IN THE TEXT 

Squacco Heron (Ardeola ralloides) 
Glossy Ibis (Plegadis jalcinellus) 
Oystercatcher (Haematopus ostralegus) 
Lapwing (Vanellus vanellus) 
Ringed Plover (Charadrius hiaticula) 
Little Ringed Plover (Charadrius 

dubius) 
Kentish Plover (Charadrius 

alexandrinus) 
Grey Plover (Charadrius squatarola) 
Golden Plover (Charadrius apricarius) 
Turnstone (Arenaria interpres) 
Snipe (Capella gallinago) 
Great Snipe (Capella media) 
Curlew (Numenius arquata) 
Black-tailed Godwit (Limosa limosa) 
Bar-tailed Godwit (Limosa lapponica) 
Green Sandpiper (Tringa ochropus) 
Wood Sandpiper (Tringa glareola) 
Redshank (Tringa totanus) 
Spotted Redshank (Tringa erythropus) 
Greater Yellowlegs (Tringa 

melanoleuca) 
Lesser Yellowlegs (Tringa flavipes) 
Greenshank (Tringa nebularia) 
Marsh Sandpiper (Tringa stagnatilis) 
Knot (Calidris canutus) 
Purple Sandpiper (Calidris. maritima) 
Little Stint (Calidris minuta) 
Temminck's Stint (Calidris 

temminckii) 
Baird's Sandpiper (Calidris bairdii) 
White-rumped Sandpiper (Tringa 

fuscicollis) 

Pectoral Sandpiper (Tringa 
melanotos) 

Dunlin (Calidris alpina) 
Curlew Sandpiper (Calidris testacea) 
Sanderling (Crocethia alba) 
Buff-breasted Sandpiper (Tryngites 

subruficolHs) 
Broad-billed Sandpiper (Limicola 

jalcinellus) 
Ruff (Philomachus pugnax) 
Avocet (Recurvirostra avosetta) 
Black-winged Stilt (Himantopus 

himantopus) 
Grey Phalarope (Phalaropus 

fulicarius) 
Red-necked Phalarope (Phalaropus 

lobatus) 
Lesser Black-backed Gull (Larus 

fuscus) 
Black-headed Gull (Larus ridibundus) 
Sabine's Gull (Xema sabini) 
Black Tern (Chlidonias niger) 
White-winged Black Tern (Chlidonias 

leucopterus) 
Gull-billed Tern (Gelochelidon nilotica) 
Common Tern (Sterna hirundo) 
Roseate Tern (Sterna dougallii) 
Sandwich Tern (Sterna sandvicensis) 
Meadow Pipit (Anthus pratensis) 
Pied Wagtail (Motacilla alba) 
Yellow Wagtail (Motacilla flava) 
Starling (Sturnus vulgaris) 
Greenfinch (Chloris chloris) 
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